WHAT'S ON

ZOOM TUESDAYS
6:30-8:00 p.m.
JOIN ART EDUCATOR RENA WARREN ON
SELECT TUESDAYS FOR BEGINNER ONLINE
TUTORIALS for AGES 15+
FEB 1

INTRODUCTION TO COLOUR THEORY

FEB 15

MAKING STAR BOOKS

MAR 1
RELIEF PRINTS with RECYCLE
MATERIALS

$15 PER SESSION

Visual Scavenger Hunt
See if you can find these snippets
of art in the exhibition?

OPEN STUDIO FRIDAYS
JOIN ARTIST INSTRUCTOR TINA SIDDIQUI
IN GUIDED PRACTICE WITH A FOCUS ON
DRAWING, PAINTING AND MIXED MEDIA

FRIDAYS 11:30 - 2:30 P.M.
EXPLORE ACRYLICS & MIXED MEDIA
FEBRUARY 4 - MARCH 4 (NO CLASS FEB
18TH)

WATERCOLOUR, PEN & INK
MARCH 11 - APRIL 1
$185 MEMBERS ~ $200 NON-MEMBERS
INCLUDES 24 HOURS OF INSTRUCTION
$25 DROP-IN
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
RECOMMENDED MATERIALS,
MATERIALS PACKAGES
OR TO REGISTER
EMAIL
ARTHOUSE@LAKECOUNTRYARTGALLERY.CA

DELVE IN
GALLERY GUIDE

FEATURED
ARTISTS
Vikki Drummond

A DEEPER DIVE
Check out these following titles
in our ArtShelf Bookshop &
Reading Room

assemblage: an artform that utilizes a
collection of two and three-dimensional
object.

Judith Jurica

autodidact: a self-taught person

Judith Jurica's art
practic expands
over thirty years.
A tireless
advocate for the
arts and founder
of Gallery
Vertigo, Judith
continues to be
an important
supporter of the
arts while having
a full-time studio
practice.

collage: a piece of art made by layering and
adhering a collection of 2-D materials such
as photographs and paper or fabric to a 2-D
substrate.

Instagram
@judithjurica

Surrealism was a cultural movement borne
out of WWI Europe where artists portrayed
images that were illogical or unnerving.
Artists practiced automatism, a method of
suppressing conscious control over the
creative process.

Maureen Kaczkzowski

https://maureenkaczkowski.c
om/

terminology:
analogue art: art that is created or
manipulated by hand. In contrast to digital
art which is created using technology,
analogue art is tactile and unique.

Is an autodidact who left the
BFA program at Okanagan
College after one semester
and shifted to Business
Administration, graduating
with a diploma in Marketing.
She has been practicing art
since 2012
www.vikkidrummondart.com

is a self taught artist who is
constantly honing her skills in
analogue collage. The artistic
freedom of the Dada
movement and the surrealists
influence her artist
perspective.

DELVING IN

Dada: an artistic movement based on
irrationality, a rejection of traditional
artistic values. Often characterized as
satirical or nonsensical
Sgraffito: an Italian term for "scratched".
An artistic practice of scratching into paint
or clay to reveal the layers beneath.

Surrealist: an artist or writer who works in
the spirit of surrealism and practices
automatism.

Looking Deeper
1.) Do you connect with any of the works?
If so, why?
2.)

What themes do these artists explore?

3.) Can you find commonalities between
the three artists?

To learn more about the exhibiting
artists, check these following links:
Instagram @judithjurica
https://maureenkaczkowski.com/
https://www.vikkidrummondart.com

